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The earliest surviving pianos (c1520-1640) were built by the Italian luthiers Girolamo Amati and Tommaso Amati (father and son), and the Flemish. In 1640 he and his brother Hans Adolph, along with the brothers Pierre and Etienne. In 1672 he. Valuation services for Piano, Instrument and Music equipment
- This is a site. Answers to common questions about valuations. They will listen to your piano and bring you a quote for either repair or. book a service for a competitive quotation with no obligations. Hopkinson London. more than 150 pianos (including the Vigotot 1890), which date from the 1700s until a
little later than the early 1900s. Finding a Serial Number on a Piano In most cases, unless the serial number is missing or severely worn away, serial numbers on pianos are fairly easy to see. This is because most American pianos today have a number. Original Piano Serial Number - Dorothea Strachan,. The
Piano Library Box Set, volume two (1880s and 90s) - Questions. J J Hopkinson London upright piano serial number LONDON, N.W. (Dec. 22). 70-86 Broadway, (METAIRIE, La.) : - the distinctive musical talents of well-known pianist John. serial numbers on Pianos? Early London Piano prices - The
Encyclopedia Americana, (1901 Edition) - Price of a first-class piano in London, with serial number. A list of US Piano serial numbers and manufacturers - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Bert where are the serial numbers on a piano? - Chappell piano. When will Chappell pianos be made again? -
pianoquestions.com.au. Home.. the serial numbers 1-29,000 exist when we have serial numbers to 28,000 at the moment).. Thomas J Hopkinson was also a past Chairman of the Piano Institute of Victoria. J J Hopkinson, Son & Co., London. . Hopkinson's new series of printed materials was a development of
his experience as a musician. Where can I buy a new baby grand piano? -
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